UAVNs (unmanned aerial vehicle networks) may become vulnerable to threats and attacks due to their characteristic features such as high mobility, highly dynamic network topology, and open-air wireless environments. Since previous work has focused on classical and metaheuristic-based approaches, none of these approaches have a self-adaptive approach. In this article, we examine the challenges of cyber detection methods to secure UAVNs and review exiting security schemes proposed in the current literature. Furthermore, we propose an agent-based self-protective method (ASP-UAVN) for UAVNs that is based on the Human Immune System (HIS). In ASP-UAS, the safest route from the source UAV to the destination UAV is chosen according to a self-protective system. In this method, a multi-agent system using an Artificial Immune System (AIS) is employed to detect the attacking UAV and choose the safest route. In the proposed ASP-UAVN, the route request packet (RREQ) is initially transmitted from the source UAV to the destination UAV to detect the existing routes. Then, once the route reply packet (RREP) is received, a self-protective method using agents and the knowledge base is employed to choose the safest route and detect the attacking UAVs. The method is evaluated here via extensive simulations carried out in the NS-3 environment. The experimental results of four scenarios demonstrated that the ASP-UAS increases the Packet Delivery Rate (PDR) by more than 17.4, 20.8, and 25.91%, and detection rate by more than 17.2, 23.1, and 29.3%, and decreases the Packet Loss Rate (PLR) by more than 14.4, 16.8, and 20.21%, the falsepositive and false-negative rate by more than 16.5, 25.3, and 31.21% those of SUAS-HIS, SFA and BRUIDS methods, respectively.
• Designing an efficient intrusion and self-protective detection system utilizing an AIS for unknown and known attacks in UAV.
• Providing a set of descriptions of the most related routing protocols in the literature accompanied by their disadvantages. Moreover, we performed a comparative investigation for examining the deficiencies between our suggested scheme and the evaluated protocols.
• Validating the proposed protocol by investigating its behavior based on QoS followed by demonstrating its loop freedom feature.
• Performing a set of simulations to investigate the realistic impacts of UAVNs environments over our suggested protocol. The efficiency of ASP-UAVN was demonstrated by the attained results. The paper presented here is organized as the following. Section 2 converses lethal security threats and detection schemes for UAVNs. Section 3 presents the HIS. In Sect. 4 brings the proposed ASP-UAVNs strategy. In Section 5, the simulation results are discussed to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed ASP-UAVN. Finally, conclusions and future works of this research are discussed in Section 6.
Lethal security threats and detection schemes
Here, the following issues will be discussed: lethal security threats targeting UAVs, detecting schemes for UAVNs protection.
Lethal Security Threats
It was prone that UAVs are function degradation and cyber-security threats as active or passive since they depend on wireless channels for communicating. Figure 2 provides a list of main lethal security targeting UAVs. The following vulnerabilities are concerned with this study: -Wormhole Attack: Or WH attacks are the main attack threatening the UAVs. In WH attacks, data packets are received by a hostile node at a definite location in UAV, and the packets are tunnelled to another hostile node at a distant point to regulate the packets to its adjacent nodes. It is possible to establish this tunnel using multiple techniques including a channel established out of band, a high-powered transmission, or an encapsulated packet. In these approaches, through tunnels, the packet transmitted is received rather directly or with fewer hop counts in comparison to ordinary packets that are conveyed via a multi-hop path. This method establishes an illusion whit two close tunnel endpoints [5] . Hence, the hostile nodes are made as decoys within the destination and source nodes that can accomplish subversions like packet manipulation and droppings.
-Selective Forwarding Attack: In this attack, a forged RREP is transmitted by an SF node while receiving an RREQ packet, appealing an unexpired and shorter route, even for missing the destination entry from the routing table. By reaching the created RREP packet the source node, a route is established via this malevolent middle node, to remove all legitimate RREP messages conveyed from destination nodes and another intermediate. Thus, the data traffic is successfully attracted by the BH node to that destination by misleading the source. Then, all the data packets are dropped by the SF node rather than forwarding the incoming messages. By forging a transmission route, the hop count is reset by the BH node to a very low value as well as the number of destination sequence to the quite high value to increment the reception opportunity at the source node. The SF attack can also launch from the source node through making fields-source sequence numbers in hop counts and RREQ packets, leading to harming the directing tables in middle nodes and the destination nodes [6] .
-Sink hole Attack: One of the main attacks threatening the UAVNs is the attack known as the Sinkhole (SH) attack. In these attacks, a malicious node broadcasts illusive information regarding the routings to impose itself as a route towards specific nodes for the neighbouring nodes and thus, attract data traffic. The objective of this process is to draw all the traffic in the network towards the sinkhole node and as a result, alter the packets of data or silently drop them altogether. Sinkhole attacks can increase the network overhead, increase the consumption of energy and decrease the life time of the network , and ultimately annihilate the network [7] . 
Detection schemes
Through different security measurements in different ways, lethal attacks were addressed and the UAV was protected against these attacks. It is not a new subject, and numerous studies were performed to provide various methods to state these attacks.
In [9] , a security framework was proposed by the authors to offer protection against malicious performance targeting SFA communication systems in aircraft. According to the numerical outcomes presented in this work, the suggested security framework leads to prediction and detection rates with high accuracy in comparison with the intrusion detection approaches in the literature.
An adaptive IDS is suggested in [10] , in terms of device specifications to find suspicious UAVs in cooperative operations with substantial operation continuity. the UAVs are audited by the suggested IDS system in a distributed system for determining their state whether normally functioning or under malicious attacks. In this study, the efficiency of the suggested rule-based UAV IDS (BRUIDS) performance is investigated on random, reckless, and opportunistic intrusive performances (usual cyber-attack behavioural techniques). The suggested technique is the base for the audition on behavioural rules to quickly investigate a UAV's survivability under malevolent attacks.
An IDS (Intrusion Detection System) was provided in [11] , to protect against the security problems through the human immune system (HIS). The IDSs are utilized for detecting and responding to efforts to cooperate with the target system. As the UASs act in the real world, the validation and testing these systems with various sensors are opposed to the problems. This design is stimulated by HIS. In mapping, insecure signals are equal to an antigen detected by antibody-based training designs and eliminated from the operation cycle. The fast detecting of the intrusive signals and quarantining their activity are amongst the key usages of the proposed design.
This study supports using the movement data and each UAV's residual energy level for guaranteeing high-level communication stability while forecasting a sudden link breakage before occurring. Using a strong route detection process, routing paths are explored to take into account the link breakage prediction, the balanced energy consumption, and the connectivity level of the explored pathways [12] .
In [13] , a data dissemination method is provided by constructing a virtual topology based on the charge of WSN nodes using software-defined networks (SDNs) via UAVs. Constantly, the topology is monitored and reconfigured if necessary. For facilitating simultaneous communication with the ground nodes, the SDN controller and the base station, the aerial nodes are armed with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antennas. Within the proposed method, an efficient sleep timer and back-off counter approaches are used as well. The topology formation and preservation of a sleep timer and a back-off counter are facilitated by the SDN controller.
The problem is intensified by a sporadic network connection disrupting communication in UAVs. Therefore, a drone requires a deep learning-based, adaptive Intrusion Detection System to recognize its intruders and guarantee its safe return-to-home (RTH). In the suggested IDS, using Self-Taught Learning (STL) with a multiclass SVM, the IDS's high true positive rate is maintained, even in unknown territory. The Deep-Q Network is used by the self-healing technique in the IDS recovery phase that is a deep reinforcement learning algorithm for dynamic route learning facilitating the safe return home of the drone. Based on the simulation outcomes, the effectiveness of the proposed IDS is represented [14] .
In [15] , the UAV (physical layer security of an unmanned aerial vehicle) network is studied, in which the information is transmitted by a UAV-B (UAV base station) confidential to multiple information receivers (IRs) by assisting a UAV jammer (UAVJ) by existing the multiple eavesdroppers. Here, an optimization problem is formulated to mutually design the trajectories and convey the power of UAV-J and UAV-B for maximizing the minimum average secrecy rate overall IRs. The optimization problem is non-convex with the coupled optimization variables leading to the mathematically inflexible optimization problem. Hence, the optimization problem is decomposed into two subproblems and then solved using the succeeding convex approximation technique and an alternating iterative algorithm.
In [16] , two aspects of secure communication and cooperative control are considered. The cooperative control is implemented by a clustering algorithm to increase the speed of converging the multi-UAV formation. Adjusting the flight control factor for accelerating the convergence of multi-UAV, a flock is created by the UAV group. For facilitating secure communication, the hierarchical virtual communication ring (HVCR) strategy is arranged to decrease the boundary of group communication and minimalize the insecure range.
In this paper, a method is proposed to maintain the security in UAV networks within surveillance, by verifying the data regarding events occurring from various sources. Hence, UAV networks are able to adapt peer-to-peer information stimulated by the blockchain principles and to discover the compromised UAVs in terms of trust policies. In the suggested method, secure asymmetric encryption is used with the official UAVs' pre-shared list. This method makes possible to detect the wrong information when hijacking an official UAV physically [17] .
In [18] , SCOTRES-a trust-oriented system is proposed for secure routing in ad-hoc networks to advance the network entities' intelligence using 5 innovative metrics. The resource consumption of each node is considered by the energy metric to impose similar quantity of collaboration and to increase the network's lifetime. The topology metric knows the positions of the nodes and improves the load balancing. The tolerance in periodic malfunctioning is provided by channel-health metric owing to bad channel circumstances and the network is protected versus jamming attacks. The collaboration of each subject for a particular network operation is evaluated by reputation metric to detect the specific attacks, however, the total compliance is estimated by trust metric, protecting against combinatorial attacks. The system's security features are validated by the Theoretic analysis.
This paper investigates the trajectory design and resource allocating for energy-efficient secure unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communication systems in which multiple legitimate ground users are served by a UAV base station while existing a potential eavesdropper. Our objective is to maximize the UAV's energy efficiency while optimization of its user scheduling, transmit power, velocity, and trajectory. The formulation of the design is a nonconvex optimization problem considering the minimum data rate requirement of each user, the maximum tolerable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) leakage, and the location ambiguity of the eavesdropper. To attain an efficient suboptimal solution, an iterative algorithm is suggested [19] .
This paper studies a joint optimization problem of ground terminals (GTs) association under wiretap channels, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) flight trajectory, and downlink transmission power. Precisely, a scenario is considered, in which a group of GTs is served by a UAV and the minimum secrecy rate is maximized to guarantee the fairness among GTs. We establish an iterative algorithm in terms of the alternating and successive convex approximation (SCA) approaches for solving the nonconvex optimization problem [20] .
Through unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), it is possible to support surveillance even in areas with no network infrastructure. By UAV networks, the security challenges are raised as a result of its dynamic topology. In the present study, a method is proposed to maintain the security in UAV networks within the framework of surveillance, by verifying data regarding events from various sources. Thus, UAV networks are able to adapt peer-to-peer general information stimulated by the blockchain ethics in terms of the trust policies. In this technique, secure asymmetric encryption is used with a pre-shared list of official UAVs. This work states detecting the misinformation when hijacking an official UAV physically [21] .
In [22] , an innovative trust model is proposed for UAVNs in terms of the mobility and performance pattern of UAV nodes and the features of inter-UAV channels. The suggested trust model includes 4 parts of the indirect trust section, the direct trust section, the trust update section, and the integrated trust section. According to the trust model, the perception of a secure link in UAVNs is formulated existing only a trust link and a physical link between two UAVs. Furthermore, the connectivity of UAVNs is analyzed by adapting the metrics of the secure connectivity probability and physical connectivity probability between two UAVs. Utilizing stochastic geometry with Doppler shift or without it, we originate analytical and accurate expressions of the secure connectivity probability and the physical connectivity probability.
In [23] , a security model is suggested in terms of Identity Based (IB) authentication outline for UAV-integrated HetNets. the AVISPA tool is used to screen the absolutism of such a proposed scheme and some of its results indicated that our outline is resistant to the susceptibilities of intruders like replay, and impersonation. Table 1 highlights a taxonomy of current cyber detection schemes developed to protect the UAV against malicious threats. 
HIS
HIS as the human's basic protection system supports human beings to survive diseases and environmental threats. Furthermore, by resembling the internet to humans in different ways, it is possible to develop an immune system for the internet in terms of the HIS's fundamentals.
Immunity system denotes all bodily mechanisms in charge of protection of the body against detrimental agents in the situation like microorganisms and their products, pollen grains, drugs, and chemicals. The HIS includes three defensive lines operating in cooperation. Mucous, skin, secretions of skin, and membranes are included in the first layer. Phagocytic white blood cells, the inflammatory responses, and antimicrobial proteins are the subsections for the second layer. Ultimately, the third layer as the specific defensive mechanism involves antibodies and lymphocytes. Antibodies react to aberrant body cells, particular microorganisms, toxins and other materials signed by foreign molecules specifically. Two innate immunity system and acquired immunity system are included in the human immunity system [24] . The lymphoid organs and their main functions are illustrated in Figure 3 . 
HIS Algorithm
According to the former part, the HIS is a relatively complex mechanism able to protect the body against a tremendous group of irrelevant pathogens. It constructed mechanism of HIS is remarkably effective considerably in self and non-self-antigens distinction. The non-self-antigen is any external factor able to trigger an immune response like an attack or the bacteria. However, self-antigens are on the reverse side of non-self-antigens. The self-antigens are the cells of the living. Clonal selection, affinity, and negative selection are the main theories about HIS algorithms.
Affinity: using various models in HIS, the affinity between antigens (attacking) and antibodies (defending) is calculated. The affinity model is very vital since the detection ability depends on the affinity between the detector and the antigen. Suppose that the coordinates of an antibody are provided by ( ) -Clonal Selection Algorithm: A response is described through the immune system by the clonal selection to an antigen. The antibodies able to identify the antigens multiply are selected over ones that do not. It makes it possible for the detectors to clone their parents via a mutation mechanism with high rates although eliminating the self-reactive antibodies. This is called clonal selection. CLONALG was the algorithm made by De Castro on the basis of the clonal selection [24] . In this algorithm, all counts are considered regarding cloning the best antibodies, taking out non-stimulated antibodies, affinity maturation, and preserving diversity. The clonal selection contains a great strategy for optimizing and pattern recognizing. This contributes to progress in the immune system; hence, it is able to identify the antigens met previously.
-Learning: In a HIS, agents are trained to differentiate via actions like negative selection, danger theory, clonal selection, or self and non-self-human immune networks [24] .
The pseudo-code for the Negative Selection Algorithm is confirmed in Algorithm 1 [24] .
The proposed ASP-UAVN approach
We provide a lethal attacks-security threats-immune schema in the following section using the selfprotective algorithm. Six sections are included in the ASP-UAVN: in Sect, 4. routes) is discussed. Sect 4.5. deals with the decision-making agent, and in Sect. 4.6 defensive agent in ASP-UAVN is discussed. Table 3 represents the main notations and acronyms utilized in this study.
ASP-UAVN network model
We take into account a UAS network where UAVs are arranged in an infinite 3D Euclidean space based on a homogeneous Poisson Point Process (PPP). A maximum one-hop communication range is included in the UAVs. A UAV is able to convey the data to the considered destination UAV straightly, or through a relay by one or further UAVs. A multi-hop outline is decode-and-forward, where an arriving packet is decoded by the relaying UAV then transmitted to the next hop. Moreover, a safe solution is presented in the ASP-UAVN network model, to protect the UAVs that are operative on two perspectives: First, it contains low false negative and positive rates and high detection accuracy. Second, it quickly discovers and separates attacks. In the suggested technique, the security issues like SF, WH, and SH attacks able to target the UAV are prohibited. Other properties should be added to Table 2 for detecting the attacks with high accurateness.
Information exchange pattern of UAS
The information is exchanged through the typical process. Originally, a message is delivered by a source ground station ( src G ) to a UAV ( 1 U ). Then, this UAV passes through a distance ( 1 D ) to satisfy and send the message to another UAV ( 2 U ). The message is delivered then by this UAV to another UAV ( 3 U ) continuing in the same mode until delivering the message by the final UAV ( N U )to the ground station in the destination ( DST G ). To minimize the latency in delivering end-to-end packets, each UAV in this procedure is directed to satisfy the next UAV exactly at the selected time.
However, in real environments as a result of the different performances of UAVs owing to changes in environmental uncertainties and engines, they fly at various velocities, hence, it is impracticable to anticipate that all UAVs can follow the same pattern. For example, UAVs with greater speeds may pass longer distances in comparison to others. Furthermore, it is possible to establish a communication line within two UAVs only into the communication range. Hence, it is essential to develop an association between UAVs. By the two UAVs in the communication range, or by their similar connection area, they will be able to exchange the information packets. This process needs a huge deal of time. No data packet exchange is probably happened by a UAV traveling in a connectionless area or outside the connection area.
Motion Direction of the UAV
To offer motion for the UAVs, in this work, the smooth turn (ST) mobility model was employed. ST makes the UAVs contain smoother trajectories such as taking turns with a larger radius or flying in straight trajectories. Thus, ST has a wide usage in analyzing UASs. This model can capture the UAVs' acceleration correlation in both spatial and temporal domains accommodating the analysis and design. Based on [27] , a uniform distribution exists for the ST model's stationary node leading to some closed-form connectivity. The major acronyms and notations used in this paper are provided Table 3 . Employing Agents to Detect Attacking UAVs: In our proposed method, the safest route from the starting point to the destination is chosen according to a self-matching system. In this method, a multi-agent system using an artificial immune system is employed to detect the attacking UAV and choose the safest route. In the proposed ASP-UAVN, the route request packet (RREQ) is initially transmitted from the source UAV to the destination UAV to detect the existing routes. Then, once the route response packet (RREP) is received, a self-protective method using agents and the knowledge base is employed to choose the safest route and detect the attacking UAVs. In ASP-UAVN, three types of agents are considered, including:
• • Defensive agent These agents have modules distributed in different segments of the UAS, and each have a distinct responsibility. All agents are connected to the knowledge base to register the data and utilize the registered information. Figure 4 demonstrates the relationship between the agents and between the agents and the knowledge base. In the proposed method, agents are considered to detect Selective Forwarding attack, Wormhole attack, and Sybil attack. The evaluation agents in ASP-UAVN are agents that evaluate the existing routes to the destinations (i.e. the antigens); so that destructive behavior of the UAVs on each route can be detected.
The routes evaluation agent can be in the form of a table in the source UAV that registers the existing routes to the destination. For instance, the UAV in the source S has three routes to the destination, namely R1, R2, and R3. The route evaluation agent is demonstrated in Table 4 .
In this stage, all routes with received RREP are examined in terms of security. For this aim, one "Hello Packet" is transmitted over each route, and the destination UAV is responsible for transmitting a confirmation packet on the routes containing UAVs, following the receiving of the "Hello Packet". It is evident that if a route is contaminated with a destructive UAV, the "Hello Packet" will fail to reach the destination and thus, no confirmation packet will be received in the source. In such cases, the probability for the route to be contaminated increases (i.e. the value for () M UAV Pr increases for the route r). On the other hand, if the "Hello Packet" reaches the destination, the confirmation packet will be received in the source, indicating that the route does not contain a destructive UAV (i.e. the value for () M UAV Pr decreases). The procedure for transmitting the "Hello Packet" is repeated 4 times. Pr is more than 50 for a route, it is rejected. The rest of the routes are sent to the decision-making agent and the knowledge base. The decision-making agent is capable of synthesizing the information on breaches to reach a precise decision regarding the breach.
The initial value for

The decision-making agent
The decision-making agent is similar to the B-Cells in the AIS, and is capable of making effective decisions regarding the distribution of the attacks. The main objective of the decision-making agent in the ASP-UAVN is detecting the existence of unfamiliar patterns in a potentially-large set of the existing familiar patterns. Moreover, when this agent detects a suspicious route, it transmits the information regarding its set to the knowledge base instantly, so that the knowledge base can contact the agent generator to generate new agents to evaluate, make decision, and defend against these unknown attacks.
Making decision on the routes is carried out using 4 criteria, namely Delay, the Ratio for delivering healthy packets from the previous stage (PDRH), Packet Loss Ratio (PLR), and the Frequency of sending packages in each route (FSR), according to the considered attacks. For instance, in some attacks, the destructive UAV deletes all packets, while in some others, the invading UAV deletes only some of the packets. Therefore, the decision-making agent examines these four criteria based on the information obtained during pre-acquisition and acquisition stages of every route. For suspicious routes, the decision-making agent determines the threshold and transmits a warning to the defensive agent so that it can detect the destructive UAVs. In Table 5 , the considered equation for the threshold is in a way that the existence of high delay, high PLR, low ratio for receiving the Hello packet, and high number of repeats (i.e. transferring repeated packets) denotes the existence of a destructive UAV in the route. 
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Pr . The route with the highest threshold is eliminated and is sent to the defensive agent.
Defensive agent
Defensive agents act similar to the antibodies exuded by the lymphocyte. Their functional modules include replication and reduction modules. Defensive agents can evaluate the existing UAVs in the defective route to perform proper actions according to the information provided by the decisionmaking agent. According to the procedure, when an attacker UAV is detected, the neighboring UAVs are requested not to resend the packets they received from the attacker UAVs.
To detect the attacker in the designated route, the agents replicate themselves in the vicinity of each node and send some Test packets over the route in consecutive periods. A test packet is a packet similar to the normal packets in the UAS network. Therefore, the attacking UAV receives and tries to delete it. The defensive agent detects the destructive UAV in a suspicious route using the following Eq. (3):
Where  is the regulation factor coefficient with a constant value between 0 and 1, t X is the value for the test packet in a time interval t , and t M is the mean transmission value for the test packets in every time interval t .
In every interval, a predetermined number of test packets are transmitted in the designated route. Then, for each UAV, the defensive agent determines the number of the test packets transmitted by that specific UAV. If the total number of the test packets transmitted by a UAV is fewer or equal to the value for t M , it demonstrates that this UAV is a destructive UAV that removes a number of the packets. The value for the coefficient is considered a constant value between 0 and 1. Considering lesser value for this coefficient indicates higher expected probability for the loss of packets. On the other hand, if the value for  is considered closer to 1, it indicates that we expect fewer packets to be lost.
Using this method, the defensive agents can successfully isolate the attacking UAVs, as illustrated in Figure 2 . To remove the breaches, the defensive agents replicate themselves and barricade further replication of the attacker after a certain time interval by removing the attackers. When the defensive agent detects a destructive UAV, it will ask all the UAVs in the route to disregard and delete any packets received from this UAV. In addition, it sends a message regarding detection of the destructive UAV to the knowledge base, so that the destructive UAV is no longer employed for route finding.
The Knowledge Base Layer:
The knowledge base is in connection with all agents, and they needed to be intelligently evolved to defend against a wide range of attacks. The knowledge base includes the following stages to choose the most secure route (based on the information received from the agents) for transmission of data in the immune memory:
Affinity: as defined in the immune system of the human body, the main objective of B-Cells is creating antibodies against antigens, and ultimately evolving into memory cells once they are activated by antigen interactions. The memory cells generate more antibodies in shorter time during further impacts with the same antigen. In our proposed method, to choose the best B-cell and to perform affinity, routes with low latency, low ratio for loss of packets, high ratio for receiving packets, and low packet re-transmission number are chosen. In other words, at this stage, routes with low threshold value are chosen.
Matching: in this stage, routes with low threshold are compared and evaluated using the following two attributes to choose the safest route. In addition, the most significant attribute of the attackerdetection mechanism is its capability to be corrected over time. In other words, they need to be correctable and have the capacity for easy learning.
The details for the first and second attribute of matching: the details are described in the following two attributes: Attribute 1, round trip time between the source UAV and the destination UAV: the knowledge base calculates the round-trip time for all the received routes from the source UAV to the destination UAV based on the acquired information.
Attribute 2, the signal strength index of the received signal: the invader generates a high strength signal (the SSI that a destructive UAV has generated) to gain control over the UAV. The procedure for detection is that the knowledge base initially collects all the generated SSIs from the transmitters. It then compares these values with the value for a normal SSI (i.e. SSI generated by a normal UAV). In this manner, suspicious generated signal strengths and normal ones are distinguished.
Finalizing the Detection Set: for all the routes with low threshold (Th) value, the safest route is selected according to the Algorithm 1 demonstrated in Figure 6 : According to Algorithm 1, once the threshold value (Th ) for each route was determined and the destructive routes were refined, the routes with low Th value are once again compared according to the function for the fitness route, and the route with the highest r F is selected as the safest route.
Hyper-mutation: among the evaluated routes, those with approximately similar conditions (i.e. minimum threshold level and maximum evaluation function) are transferred into the hypermutation stage. At this stage, the routes are evaluated with another criterion (i.e. in a similar condition, the route with the highest PDR is selected), so that the safest route for the UAVs is selected.
Registration in the Security Memory: the routes that meet the conditions of the equation UAV RR , or those that have the highest PDR value following the hyper-mutation stage, are the safest routes. Therefore, they will be registered in the security memory for further use.
The flowchart for the proposed ASP-UAVN is demonstrated in Figure 7 . 
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The route with the following criteria is selected: Analyzing the characteristics of ASP-UAVN: There are numerous advantageous characteristics in the proposed ASP-UAVN by employing artificial immune system and multi-agent intelligent technology. In the following, a number of these characteristics are discussed.
Distributivity: As our considered agents are distributed in all UAVs similar to the distribution of lymphocytes in the body, and since the knowledge base is updated periodically or when the UAV is under attack, the three considered agents are logically independent, with intermediaries to enable communication. The evaluation agents are capable of controlling the performance of the UAVs on the route via transmitting HELLO messages. Moreover, the decision-making agents analyze the performance of the UAVs over the route based on the considered criteria to detect destructive routes. Furthermore, defensive agents can detect attackers independently and remove them from the network.
• Periodic polling from all agents regarding the collection of abnormal behaviors of the network and operational performance of the agents. • Active registration of information in the knowledge base by the agents if necessary (e.g.
when an unknown attack occurs in large scale).
Evaluating the Performance
The ASP-UAVN performance is assessed in the following section to avoid the lethal attacks.
Performance metrics
Here, the performance and effectiveness of our suggested ASP-UAVN method are systematically assessed with complete simulations. A comparison is performed between the results and with SFA, BRUIDS, and SUAS methods proposed in [9] , [10] and [11] , respectively. The PDR, PLR, false negative, false positive, and detection ratio are assessed. The meaning of notations used in the equations are given in Table 6 . 
PDR
As defined, PDR results from dividing the total received packets of data at the destination UAV, to the total transmitted packets of data by the source UAV, denoted in percentage [25] [26] [27] [28] . Eq. (4) demonstrates the average obtained PDR for n experiments. 
PLR
It is calculated by the total number of packets dropped divided by the total number of packets sent by the source *100%. The average PLR for n experiments is obtained by the following equation. The PLR is calculated using Eq. (5) as follows: 
FP
The FP is calculated by the total number of nodes wrongly detected as the malicious nodes divided by the total number of normal nodes [29, 30] . Therefore, the is defined as illustrated in Eq. (6). 
FN
The rate of the malicious node to total normal nodes that were mistakenly marked as a normal node [31] . Eq. (7) Table  7 The parameters specified for DR
Parameters Description
TP
The TP is obtained from the whole number of marked lethal attack nodes divided by the whole number of the lethal attack nodes.
FP
The FP is obtained by the total number of nodes improperly recognized as the lethal attack nodes divided by the whole number of normal nodes.
TN
The rate of the lethal attack nodes being properly marked as a lethal attack node.
FN
The rate of the lethal attack node to whole normal nodes being wrongly marked as a normal node.
Simulation setup and comparing algorithms
Because of the difficulty in debugging and implementing UAVNs in real networks, it is necessary to view simulations as a basic design tool. The primary benefit of simulation is that analysis is simplified and protocol is verified, mostly, it is evident in systems in large scales [33] [34] [35] . The performance of the suggested method is assessed in this part by the use of NS-3 as the simulation means, and the discussion on the obtained results is presented. It should be noted that it is assumed that all ASP-UAVN, SFA, BRUIDS, and SUAS settings and parameters are equal.
Simulation results and Analysis
In this section, we analyze the security performance of ASP-UAVN under the four attack scenarios (described in Table 8 ). This attack is categorized into lethal attacks. There are 500 UAV nodes uniformly deployed in the network area initially. Some important parameters are listed in Table 8 . The main simulation settings for four scenarios are summarized in Table 9 . Table 9 The setting of simulation parameters for four scenarios.
Scenario #1 Scenario #2
Number 50  37  38  57  82  100  38  40  61  83  150  40  42  65  84  200  44  46  59  87  250  42  48  56  88  300  40  51  64  90  350  46  55  70  91 Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 21 January 2020 doi:10.20944/preprints202001.0229.v1 PDR: Comparing the ASP-UAVN suggested method, SUAS-HIS, SFA, and BRUIDS models based on PDR in lethal attacks is represented in Figure 8 ((a) Number of UAVs (5% malicious), (b) Number of UAVs (10% malicious), (c) Number of UAVs (15% malicious), and (d) Number of Antibody in 30% malicious; respectively). We found that ASP-UAVN outperforms SUAS-HIS, SFA, and BRUIDS in terms of PDR since they have the capability to accurately prevent lethal execution and false information lethal attacks. In the worst case, i.e., when the number of attackers is equal to 20%, the PDR of SUAS-HIS, SFA, and BRUIDS when lethal and false information injection attacks occur is approximately equal, respectively, to 90, 40, 50, and 45%, as shown in Fig. 8 . Hence, the excellent performance of the ASP-UAVN framework is achieved due to an efficient collaboration between the decision-making agent and the defensive agent. These modules model the current misbehavior of an intrusion and use a rule-based specification detection to detect the intrusion that executes an attack. PLR: Figure 9 compares the performance of ASP-UAVN with that of SUAS-HIS, SFA, and BRUIDS for detection of the lethal attacks. As shown in the figure, ASP-UAVN decreases the packet loss rate by more than 10.45, 17.54% and 27.05% those of SUAS-HIS, SFA, and BRUIDS, respectively. FP: Figure 10 presents the false positive rate in four scenarios against normal UAV counts and malicious UAV rates for ASP-UAVN, SUAS-HIS, SFA, and BRUIDS in lethal conditions. As shown in the diagrams, when the number of normal UAVs increases from 20 to 140 and the malicious UAV rate increases from 5 to 20 percent, the generated false positive rate of the proposed method has shown slower and lower growth than other methods. The false positive rate of the proposed method is less than 3 percent when the number of normal UAVs and malicious UAV rate are 120 and 5 percent respectively. However, this value is 17 percent for the SUAS-HIS method, 25 percent for the SFA method, and 35 percent for the BRUIDS method. The reason for the superiority of the proposed scheme is the fast recognition of malicious UAVs and eliminating them with the cooperation of ground stations and normal UAVs using a self-protective method based on AIS. The aforementioned process is carried out using pre-trained rules saved in safety memory. 
FN:
As shown in the diagrams, the false negative rate (FN) has shown little growth while this value is much higher for ASP-UAVN, SUAS-HIS, SFA, and BRUIDS. In Figure 11 , the false negative rate of the proposed method is less than 1.5 percent when the number of UAVs is 120 but for the other three methods, it is 12 percent, 15 percent, and 18 percent respectively. Also, in figure  11 , when the number of antibodies is 350, FN is 0.04 in the proposed scheme. However, this value for the other three methods is 0.05, 0.06, and 0.07 respectively. The reason for the FN of the proposed method being low is the utilization of three evaluation, decision-making, and defensive agents that quickly detect malicious UAVs and remove them from the packet transmission operation among UAVs.
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Fig. 11
Comparison of the ASP-UAVN, SUAS-HIS, SFA and BRUIDS models in term of FNR.
DR:
As shown in the diagrams, detection rate (DR) has decreased in all four methods according to the four scenarios, especially when the number of attackers is high. This decrease is much more for BRUIDS compared to other mechanisms. The proposed scheme can detect all the aforementioned attacks with a detection rate higher than 95 percent. This result is achieved when the number of normal UAVs and the malicious UAV rate are 120 and 5 percent respectively. The reason for the superiority of the proposed scheme is the fast identification of malicious UAVs and their elimination using the mapping performed in this scheme. This mapping is carried out between insecure routes defined as anti-genes and the pattern trained based on antibodies. This results in the identification of malicious UAVs and their elimination from the operation cycle. 
Conclusion and Future work
UAVs have increasing utilization in civilian and military applications recently. Communication security is one of the critical factors ensuring the appropriate UAVs' operation. Rather, UAVs can be captured by adversaries. In this study, it was confirmed that some devastating attacks can be launched simply at a low-cost including wormhole, Sybil and sinkhole attacks, which appears complicated. Hence, it is important to take into account the communication security for UAVs severely. In ASP-UAVN proposed method, the safest route from the source UAV to the destination UAV is chosen according to a selfprotective system. In this method, a multi-agent system using an artificial immune system is employed to detect the attacking UAV and choose the safest route. In the proposed P-method, the route request packet (RREQ) is initially transmitted from the source UAV to the destination UAV to detect the existing routes. Then, once the route response packet (RREP) is received, a self-protective method using agents and the knowledge base is employed to choose the safest route and detect the attacking UAVs. We investigated the ASP-UAVN scheme performance using NS-3. According to the results of the simulation, the ASP-UAVN was highly powerful against lethal attacks. It was demonstrated that it enjoys a high PDR (below 87.8%), a low PLR (below 11.8%), a low FP (below 7.104%) and a high level of security, high detection rate (above 94.50%), and low FN (below 4.95%) in comparison with present methods. In future work, the use of Firefly optimization is suggested to further reduce consumption energy and malicious attacks on the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Networks. Firefly algorithm is proposed to cluster UAV nodes and authenticate /security in two levels to prevent from attacks.
